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In this superb guidebook, a skilled practitioner of figure drawing demonstrates how to achieve
mastery of anatomy through careful, knowledgeable articulation of the muscles and bones lying
beneath the skin. Joseph Sheppard's concise instructions have been carefully integrated with
over 250 halftone illustrations and over 180 line drawings to lead artists one step at a time
through the techniques required in rendering human anatomy convincingly.The opening chapter
of the book presents the special techniques involved in mastering human proportion.The
chapters that follow each deal with a separate part of the body: the arm, hand, leg, foot, torso,
head, and neck (with special coverage of facial features and expressions) and the complete
figure.Each of these chapters follows a basic format that combines drawings of the featured
body portion from many different angles, coverage of the specific bones and muscles involved, a
table of muscle origins and insertions, and coverage of surface anatomy and depictions of the
body part in a variety of positions.

From the Back CoverIn this superb guidebook, a skilled practitioner of figure drawing
demonstrates how to achieve mastery of anatomy through careful, knowledgeable articulation of
the muscles and bones lying beneath the skin. Joseph Sheppard's concise instructions have
been carefully integrated with over 250 halftone illustrations and over 180 line drawings to lead
artists one step at a time through the techniques required in rendering human anatomy
convincingly.The opening chapter of the book presents the special techniques involved in
mastering human proportion.The chapters that follow each deal with a separate part of the body:
the arm, hand, leg, foot, torso, head, and neck (with special coverage of facial features and
expressions) and the complete figure.Each of these chapters follows a basic format that
combines drawings of the featured body portion from many different angles, coverage of the
specific bones and muscles involved, a table of muscle origins and insertions, and coverage of
surface anatomy and depictions of the body part in a variety of positions.Joseph Sheppard
taught drawing, anatomy, and painting for many years at the Maryland Institute of Art. He is the
author of several books of art instruction, and the recipient of a number of distinguished prizes
and awards for his sculptures and other works of art, many of which are in the collections of art
museums across America.
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Daveren Cordero, “Blurry Illustrations. The book is easy to digest and contains an excellent
foundation for the human anatomy. The only thing I'd like to criticize is the blurry illustrations,
making it harder to pinpoint the muscles certain text are referring to.”

Craig Katcher, “Another tool in the artist's toolbox. This is just another good reference book in my
artist's library.The book is easy to read and easy to follow.It is well laid out and has many
examples to help guide your skills along”

Val, “Very precise. If anatomy illustrations are what you are looking for this book is definitely for
you. I appreciate the attention to detail throughout but I was looking for something a little more
instructive toward figure drawing.  I kept this one for future reference as needed.”

gregory igancio, “To understand how the body moves. Explain how body moves and shows what
muscles and bones works . Very helpful to understand drawing mechanic in how is put together.
To make your drawing realistic.”

Sarah R., “I recommend for anyone new to drawing bodies.. I have drawn as a hobby for years,
but I have always been terrible with full body drawings, this book has helped with that. It is very
extensive and goes through each individual body part. It shows you how certain muscles, veins,
etc appear based on the angle of the body. It was very detailed which I appreciate it. It won't
magically make you amazing at drawing, but what book will? You have to put the work in
yourself. Overall I highly recommend.”

Earl Mason I Am working on improving my skills as an artists who draws mostly from
imagination., “Anatomy: A complete Guide for Artists is in fact a very complete guide.. Anatomy:
A complete Guide for Artists is in fact a very complete guide.As an aspiring artists I have
purchased several books on figure drawing. One of the enduring themes in nearly all these
books is the importance of having a really good knowledge of human anatomy.The layout of
Joseph Sheppard’s book is designed with the artists in mind. Each section of the anatomy is laid
out in mainly three parts. Bones, joints, connecting tissue, associated muscles, described
through detailed (but not overdone) schematic drawings, anatomical drawings, and easy to
follow keys which gives the anatomical name for each part. We can choose to use the author’s
own words. –“this book - is not a medical book, but a book for artists.” I am certainly Not
disappointed in purchasing this book.”

Tasianna, “Great. As an artist, i have to say this book is one of the best. It’s really useful and
helps a lot. You don’t have to worry about too much when it comes to the book. I feel like there’s
a balance between the reading and the drawings shown as a reference. A lot of great information



to better yourself.”

Karmen Knight, “perfect. I got this book hoping to improve my anatomy skills and i made the
right choice:) the book shows bones, muscle, and outside of body. perfect for a beginner artist”

Bruno Duarte, “Ótimo!. A maioria dos livros escritos por artistas está mais para mostrar os
próprios trabalhos do que de fato ensinar.Não é o caso desse livro.O autor se propõe a
realmente abordar a anatomia humana e faz isso muito bem, chegando ao ponto de desenhar
com detalhes cada parte do corpo, com a versão ossos e versão sistema muscular, em vários
ângulos.O único ponto de melhoria seria detalhar um pouco mais. talvez com cores, para
diferenciar músculos pequenos de tendões e tendões de ossos, como no caso do antebraço
onde fica muito fácil se perder, logo no início.Leitura direta, sem rodeios e bem organizada.Nota
10 / 10.”

K., “Good book!. I bought this because i needed to improve my Anatomy work, what it does not
do is teach you how to draw it rather shows you how the body looks, how the muscles move and
act and how different bodies look in the nude. As with any artists work this should not be taken a
a picture perfect reference but as a stepping stone for you to start learning how to draw on your
own, overall it explains things well and breaks the body down, worth it to those who learn by
visual aid rather then the written word!”

Ms. C, “Present. This was for a present and was well received”

Lorna Robertson, “Five Stars. Really nice book, unique in how it break everything down, really
helpful!”

Rosivanio Jesus da Silva, “Excelente. Um excelente livro, me surpreendeu com a riqueza de
detalhes vou comprar os outros dois do mesmo autor super recomendo.”

The book by Joseph Sheppard has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 522 people have provided feedback.
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